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iriTROM/vrion 
In April 2002 English Heritage invited preliminary bids for Heritage Economic 
Regeneration Scheme (HERS) Round 5. East Lindsey District Council was successful 
in this first stage for a conservation led regeneration scheme to cover the large 
villages/small towns of Burgh Le Marsh, Tattershall, Wragby & Woodhall Spa. 

Following consultation with local parish councils, businesses and other relevant 
parties, this Implementation Plan has been prepared to reflect the views and 
priorities of the communities involved. The Implementation Programme has been 
prepared to guide the operation of the HERS. It describes the settlements and their 
important historic buildings and analyses some of their key problems. It should be 
regarded as a working document, which will evolve over the three years of the 
HERS. The HERS will be launched in the summer of 2003 and continue until Spring 
2006. 

The District has seen significant conservation-led regeneration in the last ten years, 
with Conservation Area Partnership Schemes in Wainfleet and Horncastle, a 
Townscape Heritage Initiative in Alford, and a Heritage Economic Regeneration 
Scheme in Spilsby. These schemes have been managed by the District Council but 
with a strong local input and have been extremely successful in improving the 
towns as places to live in, visit and invest. 

By improving these principal market towns, conservation has made a significant 
(arguably the most significant single) contribution to the District Council's economic 
development strategy based on the promotion of the inland areas as a distinctive 
and high quality visitor destination, Lincolnshire Poacher Country. 

The aim of the HERS is to bring the same achievements to a number of smaller but 
important communities which are not large enough on their own to support a HERS 
but collectively can do so. It is part of the council's wider vision and regeneration 
strategy for its historic centres. 
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THE FOl/R ^on^ERvnuon 
mE TV? 

Burgh le Marsh, Wragby, Tattershall & Woodhall Spa serve a wide hinterland 
providing services and facilities similar to the larger historic market towns in 
East Lindsey. Indeed the three older settlements - Burgh le Marsh, Wragby, 
Tattershall - have in the past held markets and are even today physically, 
socially and economically 'market place' focussed. Woodhall Spa on the other 
hand is a more recent planned centre which arose as a direct response to its 
development as a spa resort. Its centre is more formal but less focused. 

The three older settlements have developed on and around the main roads 
leading to the coast. This has affected not only their form but also their 
character and appearance as ever increasing summer holiday traffic winds its 
way through the centre. Woodhall Spa, has straighter wider streets better able to 
cope with the traffic both local and traffic attracted to the resort. 





lies on a hummock in the flat marshland 
inland from Skegness and is a mediaeval market town with impressive church 
and one of the best surviving windmills in the County. The town is arranged 
around its square Market Place and sits astride a main road linking the east 
midlands to Skegness and the Lincolnshire coast. 

HI^TORKfiL En^K^ROI /nH 
The site of Burgh-le-Marsh has had a long history of human occupation. The 
discovery of Mesolithic flint tools suggests that the site was occupied prior to 
the arrival of the Romans in Britain, and it is further thought that a native 
trackway passed northwards from the site by way of the Wolds. The Romans 
occupied this original settlement and clear evidence exists of a Roman road 
passing from the village to the north west towards Lincoln. It is possible that 
this road continued south eastwards across the Marsh to the coast, where a ferry 
gave access across the Wash to Roman communities in Norfolk. The extent and 
form of the Roman settlement at Burgh- le-Marsh is not known as the available 
evidence is slight. However, it has been suggested that it may well have formed 
one of a system of coastal forts. Indeed the site was admirably suited for such a 
purpose. 
The site was later occupied by the Saxons. The name 'Burgh' is of Germanic 
origin, meaning a fortified place or town. The village reached its zenith during 
the 19th century and continued to prosper as a centre of trade until the end of 
the century. This prosperity was the result of the agricultural conquest of the 
Marshes and the Wolds. A market was established by charter in 1400 A.D. and 
was held each Thursday, cattle market was inaugurated in 1847 A.D. and took 
place once each fortnight. There was also a bi-annual fair. 
Since the end of the 19th century the importance of the village as a centre of 
trade has declined. The markets and fairs have ceased and many of the rural 
service functions such as brewing and corn milling have declined. Although 
there is a suggestion of reopening the market it remains a small agricultural 
service centre, with the evidence of its former prosperity manifested in its 
physical form and in the character and appearance of many of its older 
buildings. The changing status of the settlement, the discontinuance of many 
rural functions and its decline in prosperity have led to many of the older 
buildings being demolished or modified. Modern housing requirements have 
been met by the development of large new residential areas which have had a 
considerable effect on the traditional physical form and character of the village. 
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LI^TEk H/ILbHTC? 
The Following Buildings in Burgh Le Marsh Conservation Area have been 
included on the Statutory List of Buildings of architectural or historic interest: 
• West View, The Churchyard Grade II Cottage 1785 
•10 The Churchyard Grade II Cottage CI8 
• 12 High Street Grade II Cottages & shop CI8 
• Lychgate, High Street Grade II Lych Gate 1899 
• Church of St Peter & St Paul Grade I Church cl500 etc 
• The Old Vicarage Grade II House CI8 
• 11 High Street Grade II Shop & Cottage C18 
• Burgh House, High Street Grade II House, C18 
• 17 High Street Grade II Cottage CI8 
• 33 High Street Grade II Cottage cl700 
• Holmes Butchers & 1 Market Place Grade II Shop & house cl800 
•1-3 Jacksons Lane Grade II Cottage CI8 
• 2 Market Place Grade II House C18 
• The Fleece Inn Grade II Houses now inn CI8 
• 10 Market Place Grade II Cottages C19 
•11 Market Place Grade II Shop C18 
• K6 Kiosk, Market Place Grade II Telephone kiosk 

Bl/ILkirTq ^HflRFTCTER m h MATERIAL? 
a" Much rendered & painted brickwork although mostly this is a recent 

alteration. 
[^Natural red clay pantiles and welsh slate 
& Some buildings formerly thatched. 
a Many properties have dormer windows - a feature relatively unusual in the 

wider area of East Lindsey 
a Most historic buildings sit tight on the back of the pavement. 

^ h f l R f K T E R OF THE VILLAGE 
Burgh-le-Marsh is approached from the west or the east by the A. 158 . From 
either direction the ground slopes up towards the village centre, but from the 
west the slope is gradual whilst from the marshland to the east it is more 
pronounced. From both directions the summit and slopes of the hillock on 
which the village centre stands appears to be well wooded and this adds to the 
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general impression of height. 

The square tower of the Church of St. Peter and St. Paul projects against the 
skyline, a prominent and attractive feature in the local landscape. The 
decorative painted clock face inscribed "Watch & Pray for ye know not when 
the time is" is particularly prominent. From the east other characteristic 
features of the village can be seen among the trees, including Burgh Hall, whilst 
below the skyline the Windmill dominates the road from Skegness. 

Around the Church and the Market Place, the original form of the village has 
essentially been retained, but along the east and west approach roads 
development is more varied. To the west the settlement straggles along the 
A158 and includes buildings which were constructed in the 18th and early 19th 
century including 'The Elms', and the converted Hansons windmill (grade II). 
Other sites are occupied by later dwellings, and the site of St. Paul's Missionary 
College has been redeveloped by a large estate of modern bungalows. To the 
east the former cattle market has been redeveloped into flats. Dobsons 
Windmill (listed Grade I) is a working mill of 1813 built by Oxleys of Alford. 
It is owned and operated by Lincolnshire County Council. Development along 
Orby Road and other approach roads is a mixture of the old and the new whilst 
to the south of the village two small modern housing estates have been 
constructed. 

To the north of Burgh Hall is a 3 acre field containing a steep-sided tumulus 
known as Cock Hill, from which extensive views of the surrounding marshlands 
can be obtained. From this tumulus Roman and Saxon remains have been 
excavated. This is an important area of open space. It forms a distinctive feature 
on approach from the west. Unfortunately its appearance and character has been 
marred by a bland highway retaining wall and railings. 

The Church of St. Peter and St. Paul (Grade I) is a fine stone building in the 
perpendicular style with a notable tower. In addition to its importance as an 
element in the landscape, the church also forms the focal point of attractive 
views from many points within the village, and dominates the High Street. The 
church yard is well wooded, mainly with evergreens such as yew, cypress, holly 
and Corsican Pine and has a rather dark and sombre atmosphere and is 
surrounded by a much rebuilt red brick wall and accessed from the High Street 
through a lych gate (Grade II). 
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T O U / n ^ H P E FROM THE Hl^h STREET 

The High Street forms part of the main A158 road between Lincoln and 
Skegness and therefore suffers from heavy traffic, especially in summer. Closer 
examination shows that the many changes in direction and gradient create 
interesting and rapidly changing views. 

& Approached from the west the view is terminated by the new Vicarage and 
dominated by the western tower of the church. 

HThe road turns sharply at the White Swan Public House and the view open 
up across the wooded churchyard to the old vicarage 

a' Cock Hill to the South of the road has been cut into and retained by a brick 
wall with dilapidated railings. As there is little enclosure on the north side 
of the street at this point the wall is a very dominant and detracting feature. 

0" Properties on the west side of High Street form a continuous row facing 
the churchyard and the buildings are generally built onto back of the 
footpath. 

a" The churchyard wall forms the roadside boundary on the eastern side 
H' The road turns sharply to the east although the sense of enclosure has been 

destroyed by the creation of a a visibility splay on this corner, 
a' A view into the Market Place is revealed. Although an important space, 

several key buildings around the Market Place have been redeveloped or 
altered. 

0 Continuing eastwards the street scene declines markedly despite the 
impressive views of the Windmill and hence the Conservation Area 
boundary is tightly drawn to the east. 
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Fhoto essay - durgh Le Marsh 

I3UI\GH LE MARSH 
Quality and 
Character 
'An ornament and landmark for many a 
tedious mile* (Gentleman's Magazine 1S>57) 

The Perpendicular church of S t Peter 
and S t Paul dominates both the 
town and the surrounding countryside 

'Watch and 
Pray for 
ye know 
not when 
the time 
is' 

The churchyard is overshadowed by 
old yews, hollies and pines. 

A wall and lychgate form a strong 
boundary as the road curves gently 
around the churchyard 



Traditional vernacular buildings close to the 
pavement edge on Jackson's Lane 

Burgh Le Marsh s i ts on a small hill 
over the surrounding marshland. Cock 
Hill, previously thought to be an C1S> 
cockpit mound has yielded evidence of 
Roman occupation. It is also an 
important area of green space in the 
town. 

The imposing Classical frontage of 
Burgh House faces the Church across 
High Street. 

Cottages lead 
up a gentle 
slope towards 
the Church. 

Photo e55ay - &urgh Le Marsh 

High St reet sweeps round exposing 
a dramatic view of 
the church . . « . - . 



The view of Dobsons 
Mill on the edge of the 
town is a particularly 
impressive sight. 

High St reet is the main A 150 to 
Skegness - many thousands of 
holiday makers and day trippers 
pass through here each week. 

The Market Place is 
enclosed on two 
sides by fine 
traditional buildings 
and 

Photo essay - $urqh Le Marsh 





Willsons Estate Agents 
A prominent and much altered building 
on the corner of the Market Place. 



Burgh Le Marsh - Historical Significance. 

Reproduced from Ordnance Survey Mapping with the Permission of the Controller of HMSO. Crown Copyright 

Unauthorised Reproduction infringes Crown Copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings 

Sheet Ref.: TF5065SW 
East Lindsey DC LA 077879 
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TfiTTER^HflLL is the product of Ralph Cromwell, Treasurer of 
England, who built the castle, college and associated collegiate church in the 
15th century. These major mediaeval buildings are an important tourist asset to 
the County. 

HI^TORKfiL BFKK^ROI/r ik 
The lordship of Tattershall and Tattershall Thorpe was granted after the Norman 
Conquest to two Norman noblemen, by King William I. One of these men, 
Eudo, became the Lord of the Manor of Tattershall and in 1139 his son Hugh 
Fitz Eudo built Kirkstead Abbey. In 1201 Hugh's grandson Robert obtained a 
charter from King John to hold a weekly market at Tattershall. This market was 
held until about 1830. 
In 1231 Robert's son Robert de Tattershal obtained a licence from Henry III to 
build a castle. The round tower bases of this original building still survive next 
to the keep of the later castle. 
In the C14 the Lordship passed to the Cromwell family. Ralph Cromwell the 
driving force behind the development of Tattershall was the third generation of 
the family here. He became Treasurer of England in 1433 and died in 1456. 
"He was a tenacious man with a tidy mind, a faith in accurate records and an 
ability to steer a safe course amid the intrigues of the age of Henry VI. It was 
he who built Tattershall Castle ...It was he too who built the church and the 
college to serve it. The foundation charter dates from 1439. The college at first 
functioned in the old parish church. New domestic buildings and a new church 
were not built until after the Treasurers death, by his executor Bishop 
Waynflete... The college buildings have gone almost completely but the church 
survives in its entirety, and of the castle the keep remains also, an unforgettable 
group." ( The Buildings of England - Pevsner & Antram 1990) 
But Cromwell's influence was not simply concentrated around the Castle. "The 
whole ensemble of castle, college, almshouses, school and market place is a 
classic example of late medieval seigneurial patronage, though the premature 
death of its lord undoubtedly limited its development." (Pevsner & Antram 
1990). 
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LI^TEfc H / ILMT5? 

The Following Buildings in Tattershall Conservation Area have been included 
on the Statutory List of Buildings of architectural or historic interest: 

Bridge House, Bridge Street Grade II House C19 
10 High Street, The Old Vicarage Grade II Former Vicarage C18 
4 Lodge Road Grade II Cottage C17 
2 Market Place Grade II House C18 
Wall to rear of 2 Market Place Grade II Wall C15 
3 & 4 Market Place Grade II House C19 
The Old College, Market Place Grade II* College cl440 
60 Market Place Grade II House C15&C18 
Market Cross, Market Place Grade I Market Cross C15 
K6 Telephone Kiosk Grade II Telephone kiosk 
War Memorial, Market Place Grade II War Memorial c 1919 
Lodge House, 13 Market Square . Grade II House C18 
Fortesque Arms, Market Place Grade II Hotel C15, C18 
The Old School, Sleaford Road Grade II School1860-62 
Castle Cottages, 1 & 2 Sleaford Rd Grade II Farmhouse C18 
Tattershall Castle Grade II Castle cl440 
Former Guard House, 

Tattershall Castle Grade I Guard House cl440 
Kitchen ruins, Tattershall Castle Grade I Kitchen cl440 
Round towers, Tattershall Castle Grade I Tower bases cl230 
Moat walls, Tattershall Castle Grade I Moat walls cl440 
Stable ruins, Tattershall Castle Grade I Stables cl440 
Tattershall Castle Almshouses Grade II Almshouses CI5 
Church of Holy Trinity Grade I Church 1440-1500 

MARKET P L f K E KI/ILLirre ^Hf lRfKTER Fifth MATERIALS 

a'Many buildings have C15 browny red brickwork 
a'Some lighter red fine quality CI8 brickwork 
0 Painted brickwork now becoming more prevalent. 
s1 Stone dressings to large CI8 properties whereas later C19 buildings tend 

to be plainer. 
0"Natural red clay pantiles, Welsh slate & graded slate roofs. 



^HffRfTCTER OF THE VILLAGE 
• Tattershall sits dramatically in the flat low lying countryside which 

surrounds it. 
• The street pattern inherited from the time of Ralph Cromwell has survived 

relatively intact. 
• The area around the church and the castle has a particular character very 

different from the rest of the village - grassland and open space offset the 
ancient red brick and fine stonework. Neither urban or rural this area has 
the special and unique character of a cherished historic site. 

^HfiRFKTER OF THE MARKET PL/TCE 
The Market Place is lifted above the mundane by 

a'the quality of some of the historic buildings which enclose it especially 
Lodge House and Wayside Antiques 

a' a sense of antiquity to the buildings as many have CI 5 origins 
0" the recently restored and improved village green 
a'the presence of fine landmark structures on the village green from all 

periods of history - the Market Cross (CI 5), the War Memorial (cl919), 
the Telephone kiosk (mid C20), Village sign (late C20) and the new 
Millennium sculpture (2000). 

The quality of the environment in the Market Place is detracted from by 
a Poor quality signage 
^Modern indifferent shop fronts 
Ef Buildings with a air of decay which is often exacerbated by inappropriate 

alterations. 
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TATTERSHALL 
Quality and Character 

The Green 
lies at the 
heart of the 
town. It has 
been recently 
improved and 
extended to 
reclaim 
grass and 
so f t 
landscaping 
from the 
highway. 

Tattershall College was 
founded in 1439 by Lord 
Cromwell. TheC15 
building known as the 
Old College is the only 
surviving element. 

The almshouses 
were founded by 
Ralph Cromwell in 
1440 although the 
present buildings, 
close to the 
Castle, were built 
in the early C17 

Photo e55ay - Tattershall 

The medieval 
cross and 

war 
memorial on The 
Green have 
recently been 
joined by a 
modern stone 
and metal 
sculpture 
installed as 
part of the 
improvements 



The magnificent C15 
brick keep of 
Tattershall Castle 
dominates the the 
flat lands around the 
town. 

The Collegiate 
Church of Holy 
Trinity was 
begun in 1469. 
It a very large 
uniformly 
Perpendicular 
building with few 
later 
alterations. 
With only a 
limited amount 
of stained glass 
the interior is 
light and airy. 

Fhoto 655ay - Tattershall 



Tattershall - Historical Significance. 
Reproduced from Ordnance Survey Mapping with the 

permission of the Controller of HMSO. Crown Copyright 

Unauthorised Reproduction infringes Crown Copyright 

and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings 

Sheet Ref: TF2157NW 
East Lindsey DC LA-077879 
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HI^TORKflL EFKK^ROI/r ik 
In the early C19 John Parkinson obtained permission from Thomas Hotchkin 
and the Woodhall Estate to sink a coal mine near to Woodhall Lodge. By the 
1820's the coal mine had failed, been abandoned and the shaft covered over. 
The mineshaft filled with water and overflowed into a ditch. This water, high in 
bromide and iodine was discovered to have curative properties for Rheumatism 
and skin complaints. A pump room, bath house and hotel were developed in 
the 1830s by the Lord of the Manor, Thomas Hotchkin. 
The coming of the railway to Woodhall in 1855 further enhanced its fortunes. 
The town expanded particularly quickly after 1887 when the London architect, 
Richard Adolphus Came, laid out the plan of the tree-lined Broadway with its 
avenues off. The character of the town is one of late Victorian and Edwardian 
sylvan town planning with attractive residential and shopping areas. The 
popularity of Arts and Crafts and Domestic Revival was particularly evident in 
the private residential development. Each property if designed by an individual 
was required to conform to design principles laid down by Came. 
Much of Woodhall was built for wealthy society Edwardians who regularly 
travelled from London to take treatment at the Spa Baths. The most important 
house the Petwood was begun in 1905 for the heiress to the Maple furnishing 
fortune and known then as 'The Bungalow' The original Arts and Crafts House 
was soon considered too small and in 1911 the architect Frank Peck was 
employed to extend and alter the building. He used exuberant Tudoresque and 
Jacobean styles with oak oriels, stone mullions, carved doorways and an 
abundance of half timbering. The important grounds of the Petwood were laid 
out by Harold Peto from 1913-14. They were devised as an internationally 
inspired series of smaller gardens with terraces, temples and statues and the 
naturalistic planting schemes so popular at the time. Aside from wartime 
requisition as an Officers Mess for the Dambusters Squadron the Petwood has 
been used as a hotel since 1933. 
By the end of the C19 one quarter of the one hundred plus houses in Woodhall 
were boarding houses which along with several large hotels (Royal Hydro 
(1897), Eagle Lodge (1882) and Victoria (1839)) and other establishments 
(Clevdon Club, Alexandra Hospital (1890), and The Gentlewomen's Home 
(1893)) illustrates the popularity of the Spa for relaxation and recuperation. 
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The decline of the town began after the First World War. Between 1921 and 
1931 the population fell by 300, in 1920 the Victoria Hotel was destroyed by 
fire, the remaining hotels failed to attract customers, the Royal Hydro was 
destroyed by a landmine in 1943 and the railway closed in 1954. Parts of the 
Petwood grounds were sold off. In 1983 parts of the Spa clinic collapsed into 
the shaft and the building has been empty and derelict since. 

LINTEL BI/ILbirTC? 
The following building in Woodhall Spa Conservation Area has been included 
on the Statutory List of Buildings of architectural or historic interest: 
• Petwood Hotel, Stixwould Road Grade II House now hotel, 1905 

El/ILkirTq ^MflRfiSTER mh MATERIAL? 
a" Hard red-orange brick 
0" Clay plain tile roofs 
ET Some natural slate roofs 
sf Arts & Crafts styles with decorative half timbering 
0 Pierced timber bargeboards 

^ H A R f K T E R OF THE VILLAGE 
t2f Wide straight tree lined streets 
0 Extensive woodlands, trees being a very important aspect of the character 

of Woodhall Spa. 
sf Large houses, often of four or five storeys in large gardens surrounded by 

hedges. 
0 Concentration of purpose built shops on the north side of the Broadway 

and Station Road. 
Ef Large number of large buildings formerly used as hotels, hospitals and 

schools converted into apartments. 
0 Golf courses and associated uses dominate the north eastern part of the 

village. 
a'The area around the Spa Clinic, Kinema in the Woods, Tea House in the 

Woods, Petwood and the associated extensive surrounding woodlands 
form a 'leisure and recreation' heart to the north of the village. 
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a" The route of the former railway line still runs through the centre of the 
village. The line of the railway dictated the form of certain buildings such 
as the shops on the Broadway which terminate in a wedge where the 
railway crosses the road. Some parts of the line are clear of property and 
accessible to walkers. Other areas such as the site of the police station and 
the houses on Clarence Road have been developed with property which 
are not appropriate to the character of the area in design or materials and 
which destroy this important linear route. 
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WOOPHALL SPA 
Quality and 
Character 

Woodhall Spa owes its 
current appearance to 
the discovery of 
reputedly healing 
waters in a collapsed 
mine shaft in 1338. In 
1S>39 the Victoria 
Hotel was built 
alongside the spa bath 
and pump room. The 
Victoria Hotel was 
destroyed by fire in 
1920. 

The Golf Hotel on 
Broadway another part 
of the Tudoresque 
building boom of the turn 
of the C20. 

The Royal Hydro 
Hotel was built 
in 1 m i and 
destroyed by a 
land mine in 
August 1943. 
Its site Is now a 
memorial garden 
to the Pam 
dusters 617 
Squadron. 



Photo essay - Woodhall Spa 

The Petwood was begun in 1905 for the 
heiress to the Maple furnishing fortune and 
was known then as the bungalow! The original 
house was soon too small and in 1911 was 
extended in exuberant Tudoresque. The 
grounds were laid out by Harold Peto from 
1913 -14. Apart from requisition as officers 
mess for the Dam dusters Squadron the 
Petwood has been a hotel since 1933. 

The railway, 
which came to 
Woodhall Spa 
in 1043, 
brought many 
thousands 
of people to 
the town to 
take the 
waters. 
Passenger 
trains ceased 
in 1954 
mirroring the 
decline in the 
spa town. 

At the end of the Nineteenth 
Century Woodhall Spa expanded 
considerably as its popularity 
grew. A spacious tree lined 
shopping street, The Broadway, 
and a series of roads for large 
villas were laid out by the 
architect Richard Aldolphus 
Came. 



The Pet wood cricket pavilion 
became the Pavilion C'mema in 
1922. It was later renamed 
The Kinema in the Woods and 
whilst it has been extended 
retains much of its original 
character inside and out. 

Photo essay - Woodhall Spa 

Recent supermarket 
development in 
Woodhall Spa has 
preserved the unique 
character of the place. 
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Photo essay - Woodhall Spa 

At its peak at the turn of 
the C20 Woodhall Spa had a 
busy railway station on 
The Broadway. The photo of 
1907 shows how the narrow 
wedge shaped buildings 
backed up to the station 
platform whilst the modern 
view shows the buildings 
after the demolition of the 
railway station. 

Cast iron brackets supporting the 
glazed canopy protecting shoppers 
along the Broadway. 



WOOPHALL 
SPA 

The 
Spa E3aths 
and 
Pump Room 

The spa 
baths and 
pump 
room of 
1333 and 
1006 
were 
arguably 
the most 
important 
buildings 
in 
Woodhall 
in the C19 
and early 
C20. 

r . =l •= 

Parts of the building 
collapsed in 1903 and the 
baths have been vacant 
since. Now very much at 
risk they mar walks 
though the \Nood\ax\d and 
visits to the adjacent 
Kinema. 

Fhoto e55ay - Woodhall Spa 



Woodhall Spa - Historical! Significance. 

* 

pepoduced from Ordnance Survey Mapping with the 

Permission of the Controller of HMSO. Crown Copyright, 

nauthorised reproduction infringes Crown Copyright 

and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. 

ast Lindsey DC LA077879 
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WOOPHALL 
SPA 
from the 
air 

The photograph clearly 
shows the formal 
layout, the tree lined 
wade, landscaped 
gardens and extensi le 
woodlands 
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w K f l N k S Y is a former market town mid-way along the road from 
Lincoln to Horncastle. It has a spacious Market Place and an early 19th century 
coaching inn, the Turnor Arms. 

HI^TORKflL B f i ^ q R O l / r i k 
To the south east of the village lies a series of earthworks - a moated manorial 
complex and the remains of a church. The reasons are the site of the old village 
centre grouped around the manor of Erenis de Buron and at the centre of a 
substantial estate. For much of the medieval period the manor was held by the 
de Roos family. 
The manor was abandoned in the C15 and gradually the village migrated to the 
north west. This move was completed in C19 with the construction of 
properties around the Market Place, many by or for the Turnor Estate, and, in 
1839, with the building of a new Commissioner's church closer to the new 
village centre. The old church of All Saints which dated from the C12 was 
largely dismantled when the new one was built. The C18 brick chancel was 
retained as a cemetery chapel until the 1980s. 
The manor earthworks known today as Rout Yard and the site of the old church 
and churchyard are now a Scheduled Ancient Monument (31624). 
The Market Place is dominated by the Turnor Arms with its carriage arch and 
Venetian window which Pevsner refers to rather unfairly as 'the only building 
worthy of note'. Other buildings around the Market Place are less impressive 
and formal but no less historic or attractive when seen as part of a group. 

LI^TEb H I / I L M W 
The Following Buildings in Wragby Conservation Area have been included on 
the Statutory List of Buildings of architectural or historic interest: 

• White Lion Farmhouse, Bardney Road Grade II Farmhouse late CI8 
• Windmill, Bardney Road Grade n Windmill, 1831 
• The Manor House, Bardney Road Grade n House, late C18 
• Church of All Saints Grade n Church, 1839 
• The Old Grammar School Grade n School, late CI8 
• Turnor Arms Hotel, Main Street Grade H Hotel, C19 
• Post Office, Main Street Grade II Shops, cl840 
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Almshouses, Main Street 
Handpump at Almshouses 

Grade II Almshouses, 1840 
Grade II Handpump, 1840 
Grade II House, 1840 Surgery Cottage, Main Street 

Wrangham House, Main Street Grade II House, Late C18 
Grade II Rectory, late C18 
Grade n House, C17 

The Hollies, Silver Street 
Beech House, Silver Street 

Bl/ILNM^ ^HflRFTCTER firiL MATERIALS? 
a" Local yellow Langworth brick -
0 Warm red brick (some now painted over) 
0"Hipped roofs many originally slate covered but some now replaced with 

concrete tiles. 
0 Natural red clay pantiles 

0" Triangular Market Place 
0 The main road across one side of the Market Place cuts through what was 

once part of the single unified space 
0 Traditional buildings in the west of village around the Market Place are 

tight onto the back of the pavement. On the eastern edge of the village 
around the church more houses and properties are set back from road. 

3" Many buildings have remnants of the involvement of the Turnor estate in 
Wragby i.e datestone on Old Fire Station in the Market Place (JT 1836), 
Edmund Turnor Almshouses, Tumor Arms. 

0 Windmill dominates distant views of the village from the west. 
0 Dominant curved corner of Turnor Arms when approaching from the south 

and the west. 
0Hard urban character around Market Place 
0 Softer landscaped character to the eastern part of the village. The church 

is set amongst grass and trees and houses have larger gardens. 
A Village Appraisal is currently being prepared by the local Heritage group. 
This will give a clearer picture of what is felt to be distinctive and important to 
local residents. 

^hf iRFKTER OF THE VILLAGE 
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Photoessay- Wra$>y 

WRAGE3Y 
Quality and 
Character 

All Saints, 
a new 
church of 
1339, 
stands in a 
prominent 
position on 
the main 
Lincoln to 
Horncastle 
road. 

The Tumor 
Almshouses 
of 1840. 
Se t back in 
a courtyard 
but stil l 
visually 
important 
at the 
corner o f 
the Louth 
and 
Horncastle 
roads. 

Approaching from the town centre the 
Church is seen in views acro55 public 

and bowling greens 

Woodlands is a Grade II 
Listed house on Church 
S t ree t 
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Wragfoy - Historica! Significance. 

Reproduced from Ordnance Survey Mapping with the Permission of the Controller of HMSO. Crown Copyright 

Unauthorised Reproduction infringes Crown Copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings 

Sheet Ref.: TF1377 
East Lindsey DC LA 077879 
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HER^ m ^ n B2VNI7flRy 
The Conservation Area boundaries and listed buildings within the designated 
areas are shown on the plans included in each of the preceding area 
assessments. The HERS areas are not specifically designated by a boundary but 
eligible buildings are focussed tightly on the commercial core of each 
Conservation Area. 

The Council's policies are set out in the adopted Local Plan and are reproduced 
at Appendix 1 

All four settlements are protected through their designation as Conservation 
Areas. None of these settlements currently have Article 4 Directions in place 
but there is a Committee approval in principle for Article 4 (2) Directions in all 
the Council's Conservation Areas and a rolling programme of designation is to 
be continued. However, as most eligible buildings within the HERS are 
commercial they have no Permitted Development Rights and planning 
permission is required for alterations. All applications to buildings in the 
Conservation Area are carefully considered in the light of the Conservation 
Officers comments. 

A statement from the Head of Development Control is included as required at 
Appendix 2. 
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I. fll/NT OF THE FflBKK 

AT KI5K & Vn^flNT BVILPIN£5 

In preparation of the stage 2 application a survey was carried out in each of the 
settlements to assess the general condition of the commercial buildings against the 
criteria established by English Heritage. This examined the occupancy of the 
building and the condition of various features allowing an overall assessment of 
risk. The survey form used is appended at Appendix 3 

The survey showed that: 

Three buildings were at severe risk and vacant 
• Spa Clinic, Woodhall Spa, 
• Old Grammar School, Wragby, 
• 4 Lodge Road, Tattershall 

Four buildings were vacant 
• 3 Witham Road, Woodhall Spa 
• 29 High Street, Burgh Le Marsh 
• former Strut in the Community, Market Place, Wragby 
• Wragham House, Market Place, Wragby 

A number of buildings were underused often with vacant upper floors. There were: 
• 6 in Burgh Le Marsh 
• 3 in Tattershall 
• 2 in Woodhall Spa 
• 3 in Wragby 

A number of buildings were in a poor or very poor condition and in need of repair. 
In many case the problems were roofs and joinery rather than the whole building . 

• 8 properties in Burgh Le Marsh 
• 7 properties in Tattershall 
• 10 properties in Woodhall Spa 
• 2 properties in Wragby 

» Only Wragby has a large number of possible development sites. These are currently 
gap sites which detract from the character of the Conservation Area and include the 
recently closed plastics factory (see section 2 a below). The sites all now have 
planning permission for mass housebuilder development but this has been carefully 
designed and controlled to relate to the historic form and appearance of the area. If 
successful the redevelopment of these site will enhance and add to the Conservation 
Area rather than diluting it. The location of the sites are shown on the plan at 
Appendix 4. 
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2. °F 

U / f i ^ i W l / N ^ P L f f i V I ^ N T 

Lincolnshire as a whole is characterised by low skill, low value adding industries 
operating in very price competitive markets. In county-wide terms, Gross Value 
Added (GVA) per employee is 89% of the regional and 81% of the national 
average;for East Lindsey this falls to 65% of the national average . Likewise GDP 
per head of employee is 92% of the national average and, within the county, is 
noticeably lower in East Lindsey. 

As the County Structure Plan acknowledges, the eastern and northern parts of 
Lincolnshire have borne the brunt of the structural problems in the Lincolnshire 
economy. This has been acknowledged by the EU and Central Government and 
large sections of the District including these settlements fall within areas awarded 
Rural Development Area status and ERDF Objective 2. 

Wage levels in Lincolnshire are around 5% below those for the East Midlands as a 
whole and 15% below national levels. In 1996 a Household study by the Lincolnshire 
Training and Enterprise Council showed salaries in the Rural Development Area to 
be below the average for Lincolnshire. 

Recently a large plastic components manufacturer which was a major employer 
closed its Wragby factory. The decline of the industrial base is evident in many 
smaller settlements in East Lindsey. 

I N I 7 | ^ 2F £ ^ F R N f l T I 2 N 

In terms of the Indices of Deprivation, East Lindsey as a whole is a poor district. Of 
354 districts throughout England, East Lindsey ranks a lowly 79th (with 1 being the 
most deprived). Within Lincolnshire, itself not a wealthy county, only Lincoln City 
falls below East Lindsey. 

The key statistics for the Lincolnshire districts also show that East Lindsey has a 
higher percentage of its resident population aged 60 or over, at 29%, compared to 
the rest of Lincolnshire, and a lower percentage in the economically active 16-59 age 
range. 

With rankings of 2858 and 2989 respectively Wragby, and Burgh-le-Marsh are in the 
bottom 40% of all English wards. Tattershall and Woodhall Spa perform slightly 
more impressively with rankings of 6095 and 4999 respectively. 

s:2VhKIL T f i X E 7 W 5 ? , R f i T ^ & V f i L V ^ 

Although data is not available for all buildings covered by the HERS, information 
on the business rates and Council Tax bands for the majority of buildings is shown 
at Appendix 5. 
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The data confirms that the majority of properties are in the lowest bands. 

Based on the rateable values of all four centres the following conclusions are drawn: 
16% of commercial properties pay a annual rate of under £1,500. 
59% are between £1,500 & £5,000 
21% are between £5,000 & £10,000 
30% are between £10,000 & £15,000 
Only 1% are above £15,000 

Similarly with Council tax bands, the majority (38%) are in band A, 34% in band B, 
14% in band C, 9% in band D & 5% in band E. 

Both sets of figures illustrate the fact that the buildings, either in residential or 
commercial use, within the town are not as valuable assets as similar properties in 
more prosperous areas of the country and this is a reflection of the level of economic 
activity in these settlements. 

Low commercial turnover offers little incentive to owners to maintain and improve 
their buildings, with the cost of such works - particularly the restoration of 
architectural features - unlikely to be reflected in the end value of the building. 

TRAFFIC 

All four conservation areas are affected by traffic. However, Wragby and Burgh le 
Marsh appear to suffer to a greater extent. This is affecting local businesses 
particularly shops and other buildings on the main roads. Locals are put off using or 
living in the buildings because of the traffic and the streets are cluttered by railings, 
signs, and other street furniture introduced to manage vehicles and pedestrians. 

A by-pass proposed for Burgh le Marsh may enable works to be carried out to return 
the streets to the village and help attract visitors and locals back into the village. 

In Wragby, improvements to the junction of Louth Road, Church Street and Market 
place, may enable some limited enhancement work to be carried out to improve the 
street scene. 

T h ^ 2F TH^ 5VT\ WfiT^R 

Woodhall Spa's decline is closely linked to a decline in the use of spa water. The 
collapse of the shaft at the Former Spa Clinic from which spa water was extracted 
and the ultimate closure of the clinic has had a major impact on Woodhall Spa both 
economically and physically. The former Spa Clinic stands forlorn and boarded up. 
Modern additions and alterations further detract from its appearance. Developers 
are uncertain about the ground conditions around the collapsed shaft. 

Opportunities need to be explored to bring this building back into use to restore to 
essence of Woodhall Spa and lift the appearance and confidence of the village. 
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i. mr<\j / W 2F T h ^ H E R 5 

East Lindsey District Council has a number of Corporate Aims, including:-

• To build upon, and sustain, environmental improvements to our District 
• Having due regard to Local Agenda 21 to improve and promote the 

environment, quality of life, health and well being of the community 
• To create employment opportunities and economic growth through optimum 

utilisation of resources 

The Council has a number of overarching Economic Development Policy Aims:-

• To assist in the creation of new jobs and the retention of existing employment; 
• To help meet the needs of the unemployed and alleviate the worst 

consequences of unemployment; 
• To lay foundations for long-term economic development in the District; 
• to improve the quality of life for all people living and working in East 

Lindsey by ensuring that economic growth complements and supports local 
social, cultural, educational, recreational and environmental needs, and 

• To support the co-ordination of effort between all agencies involved in 
economic development activities throughout East Lindsey. 

and the following Principle Objectives:-

• Objective 1: That the employment base of the District be enlarged and 
diversified to include a greater percentage of manufacturing activity to help 
provide more varied job opportunities, together with lowering 
unemployment to a rate consistent with or below the national average. 

• Objective 2: To provide a range of Business Support Services which encourage 
the formation, competitiveness and growth of indigenous business. To 
support a programme of inward investment and to co-ordinate with all 
agencies within the network involved in a similar exercise, and to at least 
match the Region's performance in terms of % investment attracted 
nationally. 

• Objective 3: To encourage the provision of sufficient and appropriate 
industrial and commercial building land, premises and infrastructure to meet 
anticipated market and local requirements across the District, with particular 
emphasis placed upon the needs of the main towns. 

• Objective 4: To bring about sustainable improvements to the natural and built 
environment, through partnership, thereby contributing to the social and 
economic regeneration of the district. 
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T H ^ O B ^ T N ^ S 2F T h ^ Z K H ^ W z 

• Reinforcement of the importance of the settlements as local service centres to 
a wider rural population. 

• The improvement of the physical appearance of the settlements to make them 
more attractive places to visit and live in, and to improve investor/business 
confidence. 

• Reinstatement of the unique character and special qualities of each settlement. 

H21XI T H ^ ^ WILL B ^ F T C h l ^ J W : 

• Through the restoration of architectural features, with particular priority 
given to the restoration of shopfronts. 

• By repairs to the exterior of historic buildings, with particular priority given 
to redundant and under-used buildings. 

• Through the productive reuse of vacant and underused buildings. 

• By carrying out small scale environmental enhancement works to improve the 
general townscape. 

• By encouraging other complimentary works which enhance the commercial 
vitality and attractiveness of the centre such as improvements to traffic, street 
furniture, shop blinds and signage. 

Priority will be given to commercial property and to limited domestic property 
whose position and appearance are having a significant impact upon performance in 
the commercial core. 

The management and monitoring of the scheme by the Local Authority will ensure 
its effectiveness in delivering and maintaining the improvements sought. In the 
longer term the Local Plan policies and the authority's Tourism, Regeneration and 
Economic Development Strategies are in place to sustain growth and regeneration in 
each of the settlements. 

P R I O R I T I E S 2F TH^ H E R S 

The following priorities have been developed in a association with the parish/ town 
councils consulted. 

• Repairs to the exterior of historic buildings, with particular priority given to 
redundant and under-used buildings. 

• The restoration of architectural features, with particular priority given to the 
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restoration of shopfronts. 

• Small scale environmental enhancement works to improve the general 
townscape. 

• Priority will be given to commercial property and to limited domestic 
property whose position and appearance are having a significant impact 
upon performance in the commercial core. 

Using the priorities listed above, detailed survey work has identified a number of 
properties which are targeted for grant aid. The eligible buildings are shown on the 
spreadsheet attached at Appendix 6. 

2. WHAT TH^ HER? ^HN FTCHI^V^ -
2RF2RTVNIT1^ F2R ^RfiNT filFW 
W2RK 
Examples of important targeted buildings for grant aid are shown below with before 
photographs and artists impressions of the finished scheme. These images 
graphically illustrate the impact that sensitive quality reinstatement can have on the 
buildings. 
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WHITE HART ANNEX, 
HIGH STREET, 
BURGH LE MARSH 

Artists impression showing 
reinstatement of orginal twin 
shop fronts using surviving 
elements. The twin 
shopfronts give added 
flexibility to use the bulding 
as one or two retail units 

h 



WILLSONS & GOLDEN MILL, 
HIGH STREET, BURGH LE MARSH 

Artists impression showing 
reinstatement of shopfronts 
& joinery 



CO-OP, HIGH STREET, BURGH LE MARSH 

Artists impressions showing reinstatement of 
windows and augmentation of surviving parts 

of shopfront 



I M Artists impression showing reinstated ground floor bay. 



HIGH STREET, TATTERSHALL 

Artists impression showing reinstatement of shopfronts, joinery and roof covering. 



POST OFFICE, MARKET PLACE, TATTERSHALI 

Artists impressions showing reinstatement of shopfront and bay window 



r 

11 MARKET PLACE, TATTERSHALL * 



THE BROADWAY, WOODHALL SPA 

Artists impression showing repair of the glass canopy and 
reinstatement of fascia signage over canopy 



OLD SPA CLINIC, CORONATION ROAD, 
WOODHALL SPA 
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WRAGBY POST OFFICE AND ADJACENT SHOP, 
MARKET PLACE, WRAGBY 

Artists impression showing the impact that new paintwork and signage a, 0 JL-— 
schemes could have 



r 

TURNOR ARMS CAR PARK, FAB MOTORCYCLE 
SPARES & MARKET PLACE STORES, WRAGBY 

tttttHU) 

Artists impressions showing reinstatement 
of wall to Turnor Arms car park and in front 
of Market Place Stores along with 
reinstatement of traditional joinery and 
shopfront to FAB 



THE OLD READING ROOMS, 
MARKET PLACE, WRAGBY 

Artists impression showing the reinstatement of original arched 
openings, upper floor windows, slate roof and shopfronts, the 
removal of plastic blinds and better signage. 
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THE IVY CLUB & CORN DOLLY CAFE, 
MARKETPLACE, WRAGBY 

Current 
appearance; 
Much 
altered bay 
and upper 
floor 
windows 

BE 

' " Artists impression of reinstatement based on historical photographic evidence 
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VACANT SHOP, 
MARKET PLACE, WRAGRY 

Artists impression showing removal of modern shopfront and 
reinstatement of the building to its original form as a town house 



3. T SWN^W^ 

& Cock Hill, Burgh Le Marsh. 

Cock Hill, a scheduled ancient monument, is an area of open space close to~ 
the centre of Burgh Le Marsh. It his surrounded by public footpaths which 
form important links from the commercial core to residential estates around 
the village. Historically the hillside of Cock Hill sloped gently down to the 
roadside. However, some years ago widening of the road led to the 
construction of a high retaining wall and raised walkway cutting through the 
gentle slope of Cock Hill. The wall is now in need of repair, the footway 
surfacing is uneven and the railings are rusty and unattractive. The most 
sensitive response to this problem would be to regrade the hillside, narrow 
the road and introduce a footpath at road level. This could only take place if 
the proposed Burgh Le Marsh by pass is constructed within the life of the 
HERS. Other wise it is proposed that, in conjunction with the Highway 
Authority, Lincolnshire County Council, the brickwork be repaired, the 
footpath relaid and railings replaced with a design which responds to the 
historic surroundings. 

of Land adjacent to Old School, High Street, Burgh Le Marsh. 

Highway visibility improvements some years ago created an area of sterile 
grass land. The roadside boundary is not well defined and would benefit 
greatly from the erection of a wall. A substantial wall is only likely to be built 
if the proposed Burgh Le Marsh by pass is constructed within the life of the 
HERS. Other wise alternative enhancement proposals will need to be 
developed which might include roadside planting. 

Ef Improvements to street furniture, Burgh Le Marsh. 

Although improvements to street furniture around the Market Place were 
carried out some years ago there are still a number of areas on High Street 
which would benefit from rationalisation and improvement of street 
furniture. In particular the standard galvanised highway barriers at the Orby 
Road and Church Street corners are particularly intrusive. 

0" Reinstatement of front boundary Ronan De Signs, The Old 
Chapel, 15 Lodge Road, Tattershall. 

The front boundary for this former Chapel has been completely removed 
leaving a large and unattractive gap in the streetscape. It is likely that the 
boundary may have been railings given the nature and age of the building 
but research will be carried out to establish what the historic boundary was. 
The owner of the property will be encouraged to reinstate the boundary with 
a 50% grant. 
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^Reinstatement of front boundary, Market Place Stores and 
Turnor Arms PH, Market Place, Wragby. 

Market Place Stores is a modern flat roof shop built on a former garden area. 
It has a large bland area of forecourt and is set back so far on the site that the 
frontage appears vacant within the streetscene. 

There are two options available to enhance this site. The first and most 
dramatic approach would be to construct a more appropriate building closer 
to the roadside which could involve either the demolition of the existing 
building or building in front of it. The second option is to construct a 
suitable boundary to all or part of the frontage probably in the form of a wall. 
This would enclose the view around the gentle curve of the road leading to 
Louth Road. 

Similarly the car park to the Turnor Arms is bisected by two large vehicular 
entrances. A single access may be more effective and facilitate the erection of 
a wall and tree planting along the highway. This in turn may provide space 
for a traditional pole-mounted pub sign to improve the commercial 
attractiveness of the pub. 

injunction of Market Place & Louth Road, Wragby. 

This proposal follows on from, and is linked to, the proposal above for 
Market Place Stores and Turnor Arms. The dilution of the streetscene at the 
junction of Louth Road is created by the lack of a defined frontage to Market 
Place Stores and the highway dominated junction of the two main road. A 
slip road has been created to Louth Road which has given much of the 
original pavement line to the road and led to the whole junction being traffic 
centred. In traffic management terms this junction can also be seen as 
inefficient - vehicles turning into Louth Road drive quickly up the slip road 
without indicating their intention and thus hold up those giving way to leave 
Louth Road. It also means that traffic passes along the road at speed close to 
pedestrians and historic buildings. The HERS would work with the Highway 
Authority/ Lincolnshire County Council, to remove the slip road and improve 
the junction. This would allow more of the comer to be returned to the public 
(pedestrian) realm. 

1 Car park to The Mall Public House, Station Road, Woodhall Spa. 
The Mall Public House is the only surviving element of the former Royal 
Hydro Hotel which was destroyed by a landmine in World War Two. The 
cleared site of the Hotel is, aside from the Dam Busters Memorial garden on 
the corner of Tattershall Road, used for car parking. The part which is used 
as a municipal car park has substantial planting to the boundary but the 
remaining area which functions as the Mall car park has as open boundary. 
Old photographs show the impressive boundary wall which once surrounded 
the Hydro Hotel and reinstatement of this wall would be a major 
enhancement. However, if this not practicable for access or cost reasons 
strong planting on the boundary may also be a advantageous to the 
streetscene. 
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E3URGH LE MARSH 
Townscape Enhancement 
Proposas 

Land adjacent to Old 
School, High Street, 

Highway visibility 
improvements some years 
ago created an area of 
sterile grass land. The 
roadside boundary is not 
defined and would benefit 
greatly from the erection 
of a wall or from 
substantial landscaping 

Improvements to s t ree t furniture, 

Although improvements to s t reet 
furniture around the Market Place were 
carried out some years ago there are 
stil l a number of areas on High St reet 
which would benefit from 
rationalisation and improvement of 
s t ree t furniture. 
The standard galvanised highway 
barriers at the Orby Road corner are 
particularly intrusive. 
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p J R G H LE 
'MARSH 

.Townscape 
1Enhancement 
"Proposals 

New railings, paving and 
interpretation at Cock Hill. 



TATTERSHALL 
Townscape Enhancement 
Proposa 5 

Reinstatement of front 
boundary Ronan Pe Signs, The 
Old Chapel, 15 Lodge Road, 
Tattershall. 

The front boundary for this 
former Chapel has been 
completely removed leaving a 
large and unattractive gap in the 
s t ree t s cape. It is likely that 
the boundary may have 
continued with railings given the 
nature and age of the building 
and the surviving front portion. 
The owner of the property will 
be encouraged to reinstate the 
boundary with a 50% grant. 



WOOPHALL SPA 
Townscape Enhancement Proposals 

Car park to The Mall Public 
House, Station Road, 
Wood ha 11 Spa. 

The Mali Public House is the 
only surviving element of the 
former Royal Hydro Hotel 
which was destroyed by a 
landmine in World War Two. 
The cleared site of the Hotel 
is mainly used for car parking. 
Half is used as a municipal car 
park and has substantial 
planting to the boundary but 
the remaining area, which 
functions as the Mall car park, 
has as open boundary. Old 
photographs show the 
impressive boundary wall 
which once surrounded the 
Hydro Hotel and 
reinstatement of this wall 
would be a major enhancement. 
However, if this not 
practicable for access or 
cost reasons strong planting 
on the boundary may also be a 
advantageous to the 
streetscene. 



WRAGI3Y 
Townscape Enhancement Proposals 

The dilution of the streetscene at the junction of Louth 
Road is created by the lack of a defined frontage to 
Market Place Stores and the highway dominated 
junction of the two main road. A slip road has been 
created to Louth Road which has given much of the 
original pavement line to the road and led to the whole 
junction being traffic centred. 

The HERS would work with the Highway Authority, 
Lincolnshire County Council to remove the slip road and 
create a standard left turn. This would allow more of 
the corner to be returned to the pedestrian realm. 



4. ^RfiriT RATE? 
Experience with CAPS, HERS & THI in other small East Lindsey market towns 
suggests that grant rates do have to be relatively high to achieve a significant 
improvement in long standing problems. 

The cost of undertaking both basic repairs and the reinstatement of missing 
architectural elements is such that it remains an economically marginal or 
unjustifiable activity when considered against the prevailing property and rental 
values and the general prosperity of the town. Grant rates have to be attractive 
enough to break the downward spiral of low profitability leading to lack of 
maintenance leading to further decline in the building leading to greater repair 
problems which cannot be supported by a low-profit business. 

Using the experience of Wainfleet, Horncastle Alford and Spilsby and using the 
evidence presented through local consultation the following grant rates are 
required:-

Priority 1 - Reinstatement ofshopfronts or reuse of vacant or underused 
buildings 

.80% of eligible costs 

Priority 2 - Reinstatement of other historic features such as windows doors, 
rainwater goods etc.. . . . 70% of eligible costs 

Repairs to other eligible buildings .(*) 50% of eligible costs 

Targeted enhancement schemes on publicly 
owned land 100% of eligible costs 

Targeted enhancement schemes on privately 
owned land 50% of eligible costs 

(*) In those cases where the property has been recently purchased, it is not the 
function of the HERS to subsidise unrealistic expectations on the part of the vendor, 
and it must be clear that the sale price is realistic in view of the condition of the 
building. Business plans or independent valuations before and after repair may be 
used to demonstrate this. 
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&. f r o ^ R n / m ^ 
Careful consideration has been given to programming of the scheme. Extensive 
experience in similar schemes has shown that attempts to estimate the likely cost of 
work or when a grant will be offered is invariably inaccurate and misleading. It is 
felt more productive to give priority to a number of target buildings accepting that 
not all of them will come forward for assistance. 

Even at this initial stage there has been an encouraging response from property 
owners, particularly in Tattershall and Burgh le Marsh. The HERS Management 
Committee will need to consider how funds are allocated to ensure a reasonable 
distribution of grants while ensuring full take-up of the budget. 

The outputs given in section 6 take account of experience of previous schemes. They 
show small grant commitment and expenditure in the first year of the HERS often 
due to contractual delays which prevent the early launch of the scheme. During the 
second year more grants will be offered and many will begin work on site. The third 
year will see completion of grant aided schemes and the implementation of the 
majority of enhancement contracts. 
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FVNPIN^ 
The following levels of core funding are antiripated:-

Funding Partner 2002-03 JZO0B=OC J2QQ4=05^ 

English Heritage £50,000.00 £50,000.00 £ 50,000.00 
East Lindsey D.C. £ 18,853.00 £ 18,853.00 £ 18,853.00 
Lincolnshire C.C. £ 9,500.00 £ 9,500.00 £ 9,500.00 
Burgh Le Marsh Town Council £ 2,000.00 £ 2,000.00 £ 2,000.00 
Tattershall Parish Council £ 1,000.00 Review -Review * c cfi) 
Wragby Parish Council £ 500.00 Review Review XoO 
Woodhall Spa Parish Council £ 1,000.00 £ 1,000.00 £ 1,000.00 
ERDF £ 53,333.00 £ 53,333.00 £53,333.00 

Total £ 136,186.00 £ 134,686.00 £ 134,686.00 

The following have confirmed ther contribution to the HERS 
• East Lindsey District Council 
• Burgh Le Marsh Town Council 
• Tattershall Parish Council 
• Woodhall Spa Parish Council 
• Wragby Parish Council 

Lincolnshire County Council has not yet confirmed its funding but the anticipated 
funding is based upon the contribution made to existing schemes. 

An applicationt for funding through the ERDF Objective 2 has been submitted to the 
Lincolnshire Development Partnership and the final decision is awaited. 

If all funding is confirmed it will exceed English Heritage's requirement for match 
funding. 
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I. THE HER? PARTNERSHIP 
East Lindsey District Council will be regarded as the lead organisation for the HERS 
as it has been with the Wainfleet and Horncastle CAPS, Alford THI & Spilsby 
HERS. Management of the Scheme will be delegated to the Council. The project has 
the support of Lincolnshire County Council, Burgh Le Marsh Town Council, 
Tattershall Parish Council, Wragby Town Council & Woodhall Spa Parish Council. 

The model described below is one that has been used with success to manage earlier 
CAPS, THI & HERS and it is proposed to replicate it for this HERS. However some 
adaptation of the previous model will be required to ensure fair representation from 
all the supporting organisations, to encourage local ownership and to ensure that 
meetings are geographically accessible. 

2. PR2JEET T 
Subject to the approval of the District Council's Executive Board, the HERS will be 
overseen by a Historic Centres Heritage Economic Regeneration Scheme 
Management Sub Committee with a strong community base. The committee will be 
based upon the model used to run the CAP Schemes at Wainfleet and Horncastle, 
the HERS at Spilsby & the THI at Alford. 

The Management Committee will be a Sub Committee of the Council's Executive 
Board. Decisions on grant applications and items associated to the HERS are made 
by the Sub Committee and reported to the Board. Small grant applications below a 
certain level (£500), variations in commencement and completion dates and increases 
of up to 10% on final accounts will be delegated to the Director of Planning and 
Regeneration in consultation with the Chairman of the Sub Committee. 

The terms of reference for the Management Sub Committee will be to:-

• Determine grant applications for eligible work to properly included 
within the HERS. 

• Consider projects for the reinstatement of traditional materials in the 
public domain and other associated enhancement schemes. 

• Monitor the progress of the Scheme and advise on priorities and 
proposals. 

• Communicate the aims and objectives of the HERS to other organisations 
and the people of Burgh Le Marsh, Tattershall, Wragby & Woodhall Spa. 

It is important that decisions regarding the operation of the Scheme are 
responsive to local issues and needs. It will benefit from local knowledge 
and encourage more local support and commitment. To further this all four 
parish/town councils will be invited to nominate a representative to attend the 
Management Sub Committee. These representatives will also be able to act as local 
contacts to advise and encourage owners of eligible properties to take advantage of 
the Scheme. 

In order to reinforce the local emphasis of the scheme the Management Sub 
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Committee will try to hold its meetings locally. This may involve moving around 
the settlements. The Committee will then be able to inspect sites and buildings, 
monitor physical progress and identify new problems and opportunities as they 
arise. 
The Management Sub Committee will comprise of the following members; 

• The local District Council ward member(s) for each settlement 
• The local County Councillor for each of the settlements 
• A parish/ town councillor from each settlement 
• A non-voting representative from any civic society/heritage group 

and/or Chamber of Commerce/retail group or similar group 
representing cultural or commercial interests of the settlement. 

• A representative of the Executive Board, other than a ward member of 
any of the four settlements, who is willing to champion the historic 
environment and similar isssues. 

3 . L F I V h K H 7 W P V B L K I T y 

In launching the scheme, full use will be made of public meetings, press releases, 
exhibitions, letters to owners of eligible buildings, and leaflets. 

4 . T ^ H N r c F I L 

The scheme will be run on a day to day basis by staff in the Conservation Team of 
the Directorate of Planning & Regeneration, at East Lindsey District Council. 

The Conservation has an exceptional record in delivering conservation led 
enhancement and regeneration in areas of high historic and environmental quality. 
In recent years the team have managed two highly successful Conservation Area 
Partnership Schemes (CAPS) in Horncastle and Wainfleet, a HERS in Spilsby and a 
THI in Alford. The quality of work, high standard of design and attention to detail 
which have been an important part of these Schemes demonstrate the Council's 
commitment to quality. This long-standing experience in the preservation and 
enhancement of historic areas will be employed to the full in the delivery of the 
HERS. The workload of the team has previously included managing a HERS, CAPS 
& THI simultaneously and, therefore, the running of a single scheme such as this, 
which is small although geographically diverse, should pose no management 
problems. 

Three qualified and experienced conservation professionals are charged with the 
care and restoration of the 1400 Listed Buildings and 17 Conservation Areas in the 
District. The officers, who will be "named" in the delegation agreement, are; 

• Robert Walker, Dip Land Admin, DipTP, Dip Cons. Studies, MRTPI, IHBC, was 
Conservation Officer for Derbyshire Dales District Council before being 
appointed Principal Conservation Officer at East Lindsey, a post which he 
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has held for 14 years. 

• David Boyson, MA, PhD, IHBC an archaeologist with a Masters in 
architectural building conservation was employed at as Conservation Officer 
for Wirral Borough Council and Bolsover District Council before joining East 
Lindsey. There he was responsible for the management of the Bolsover CAP 
Scheme. 

• Fiona Newton BA(Hons), Dip URP, MA, MRTPI, IHBC has a background in 
history, planning and architectural building conservation. Before joining East 
Lindsey District Council she worked in the Nottinghamshire County Council 
Heritage Team and as Conservation Officer at Gedling Borough Council. 

The named officers will all advise potential applicants, process grant applications, 
monitor work and service the Management Sub Committee. 

&. înzEn^HiF nnb THE HÎ TOKK 
EnviRoriMEriT 
East Lindsey District Council already actively involves the local community in its 
conservation-led regeneration programmes. There are however, opportunities to 
build on this to foster a better sense of place, local pride and belonging by helping 
younger generations become fully informed citizens, able to make decisions for 
themselves about what they want their local environment to be. 
The HERS Management Committee will explore ways in which it can assist the 
active promotion of the study in schools of citizenship and the historic environment. 
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& OVTPVT5 

The following targets are proposed for the scheme 

2003/4 2004/5 

0 4 Number of commercial 
buildings improved 

Number of dwellings improved 0 

Number of full time 
equivalent permanent jobs 0 
created 

Number of full time 
equivalent permanent jobs 0 
safeguarded 

Number of full time equivalent 10 
construction jobs (as person 
weeks) 

Private sector investment 

M2 of commercial floorspace 
improved 

M2 of environmental 
improvements 

0 

0 

0 

35 

£ 70,000 

250 

0 

2005/6 

5 

2 

35 

450 

Total 

9 

80 

£130,000 £200,000 

350 600 

450 
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